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Provides easy-to-follow grammar
notes and typical examples

Contextualized grammar 
practices

Challenging questions (indicated by           )

designed for smart learners

Level-up proofreading
exercises

Athens  100  Series :  Grammar  Elect

 Athens 100 Series: Grammar Elect encompasses all common grammar usage 
covered in the latest English Language Curriculum and major textbooks. 

	 Clear notes with examples reinforce studentsʼ grammatical knowledge.

 Contextualized grammar practices and level-up proofreading exercises 
help students focus on daily language usage and avoid making common 
mistakes.

1A–6B

Each book provides 18 units of progressive 
grammar exercises

NewNew
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Answer Key with smart tips and 
Chinese explanations for self-study

Revision Cards for 
last-minute revision

2 Revision and 1 Final Revision exercises tailored for pre-exam practice

Comprehensive learning support
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Theme-based vocabulary 

expands students’ 

Word Bank. Checklist helps students 
review their writings.   

Guiding questions and mind 
maps help students brainstorm 
and organize ideas.

Athens  100  Series :  Writing  Elect

 Athens 100 Series: Writing Elect is written in accordance with the latest English 
Language Curriculum to help students learn to write various text types and 
produce high-level writings.

	 The whole series covers 30 must-learn text types, with detailed guiding steps 
and theme-based vocabulary for scaffolding the writing process.

 Model writings and level-up tips are provided to polish studentsʼ writing skills.

1–6

16 units of writing exercises modelling on themes and text 
types covered in major textbooks

NewNew
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Model writings provide writing tips, pointing out 
common mistakes and suggesting alternative 
words.

Word Bank Revision Cards 
provide level-up vocabulary.

Key features of text types demonstrate 
structures and language features of must-
learn text types.

2 Boost-up Writing Tasks based on frequently tested text types in exams

Comprehensive learning support
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 10 minutes

16
Skills FocusSkills Focus  Guessing what a chapter is about  

 from the contents page

We can find out what the chapter 
is about from the content 
on the contents page.

Contents
Chapter  Page
One A new princess is born 2
Two The queen’s evil plan 5

Word Preview — People in fairy tales

a princess a prince a dwarf a witch

Reading a contents page

Mary is reading the contents page of the book The Witch and the 
Cooking Pot. 

Contents page

Text TypeText Type

Fairy story

Contents
Chapter  Page
One The witch makes a spell  ...........................1

Two We are now ducks and hens  ..................4 

Three Nowhere to hide  ......................................9

Four Ready to eat  ............................................15

Five The goose finds us  ..................................17

Six Goodbye to the witch .............................20

Have a go

Answer these questions about the contents page. Blacken the circle 
next to the correct answer.

1. The witch turns the children into .
  A. ducks and geese  B. ducks and hens
  C. rats and mice  D. dogs and cats

2. Mary can see this picture on page .

 

3. What is Chapter Four about?
  A. The witch turns children into ducks and hens.
  B. The ducks and hens look for somewhere to hide.
  C. The goose attacks the witch.
  D. The witch waits to eat her meal.

4. Mary can see this picture on page .

 

 A. 9  B. 15
 C. 17  D. 20

 A. 9  B. 15
 C. 17  D. 20

In some nouns, we change ‘oo’ to ‘ee’ to make them plural:
• goose ➔ geese   • foot ➔ feet

Word Bank

In which chapter does 
the goose appear?

Answering Tips

What happens to the 
w i t c h ?  H o w  d o  t h e 
children feel?

Answering Tips

3938

Skills FocusSkills Focus  Finding extra information

The singer Rihanna was born in Barbados.
   
 Job name extra information

Word Preview – In space

Reading a letter

Terry is reading a letter in the magazine. 

We usually put the name of the person 
after the job they do, and then add extra 
information about that person.

Dear Mr Change,

I know you are very busy but please take time to read my letter. 
I am a Primary 3 student at Righton Primary School. I saw on your 
website that you are building a type of rocket that takes people 
into space and you want to be the first person to fly in it. The theme 
of my class project this term is ‘Space travel: the past, present and 
future’. We are now learning about the astronaut, Neil Armstrong, 
who was the first person to land on the Moon. 
I am writing to ask if you can come to our school and talk to us 
about your spaceship and when you are planning to fly. All my 
classmates want to hear about this amazing adventure. 
Our term finishes in three weeks’ time. Please write back soon. 
You can send me an email if it is easier. 
Yours sincerely,
David Ream

Letter

Text TypeText Type

33  

 10 minutes

Space travel

The owner of the 
Virgin group, Richard 
Branson, is building 
a spacecraft. The 
project started in 
2008 and is still 
going on.

Fun Fact
5 
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the Earth

a planet
a rocket

an astronaut

Have a go

Answer these questions about the letter. Blacken the circle next to the correct 
answer.

1. The sender is .

  A. a student   B. a teacher 

  C. a scientist   D. an astronaut 

2. In line 5, what does ‘it’ refer to?

  A. the school  B. space

  C. the rocket  D. the website

3. Who is Neil Armstrong?

     

   A.  B.  C.  D.

4. In line 11, ‘this amazing adventure’ refers to . 

  A. landing on the moon  B. doing a class project

  C. coming to school  D. going into space

5. How many days are there before the end of term?

  A. 7 days  B. 14 days

  C. 21 days  D. 31 days

What does 
Mr Change 
plan to do?

Answering Tips

The words ‘unbelievable’ and ‘incredible’ are similar in meaning to ‘amazing’.

Word Bank

7170
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Provides tips on reading skills Gives the text type: story, 
poem, poster, play, etc.

Offers useful words relating 
to the theme of the unit

Provides basic word- 
building strategies 

Gives tips on how to locate 
the answer to the question

Skills  up  on  Reading 
Comprehension 

 Each book provides 39 reading texts with exercises and 2 assessments.

	 Essential Reading Skills and Text Type Analysis provide an overview of essential 
reading skills covered in the book.

	 Checkpoint provides short tests to check studentsʼ progress.

P1–P6

Teaching and learning support
˙	PowerPoint answer key 
 for easy answer reference
˙	Answer Key

Reading skills

Word building
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With

 

Teacher’s

 

Edition

Basic Practice and Advanced 
Practice are provided to 
help consolidate students’ 
language abilities.

Word Bank helps enrich 
students’ vocabulary. 

Text-type Analysis provides additional 
knowledge on various text types.

Revision Express 
works in conjunction 
with Exam Revision 
Express booklet.

Challenging questions 
are analysed in 
Question Analysis.

English  Smart  Class
Weekly  Language  Practices

 English Smart Class is written with reference to the latest English Language 
Curriculum Guide (Primary 1–6). It is compatible with various primary English 
coursebooks.

	 Questions are modelled on the latest question types in HKAT.

	 A total of 23 basic and advanced practices covering grammar, reading and 
vocabulary help consolidate studentsʼ language abilities.

	 2 Assessments and a Final Assessment assess studentsʼ language abilities.

1A–6B

Teaching and learning support
˙	A separate booklet, 
 Exam Revision Express, 
 is provided.

Teacher's Edition 
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1 Pre-P1 Exercises for I am in P1 and
Growing up in Summer (P6 to S1)

Summer Exclusive offer for 2018-19
HKEP The Commercial Press

2

www.athenseducation.hk 2887 8018  2570 9795

8/F, Eastern Central Plaza, 3 Yiu Hing Road, Shau Kei Wan, Hong Kong

An affiliate of Hong Kong Educational Publishing Company

Hotline for Primary team:

2887 8018

LE
20

18
40

11

Summer  Holiday  Exercise  Book  Series More

offer  a  variety  of  choices  for  effective  learning

Special Holiday
A series of 6 books

My Summer Holiday
A series of 6 books

*any one of the above

&

HKEP Summer  Holiday  Exercise  Book  Series More

offer  a  variety  of  choices  for  effective  learning

Growing up in summer
A series of 6 books

Quick  Drills  for  English  Exams

 Quick Drills for English Exams is written with reference to the latest English 
Language Curriculum Guide (Primary 1–6). Questions are modelled on the 
most up-to-date question types in HKAT.

	 A total of 15 Drills and 3 Integrated Tests provide effective revision for exams 
and help develop essential exam skills.

	 Suggested Revision Plans help students prepare for exams efficiently in 2 to 4 
weeks.

	 Smart Tips help students improve their answering skills, while Revision Cards 
help students with their last-minute revision.

1A–6B


